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When journalist Jack Charbonnet meets Rhys Goudeau, a beautiful art restorer, he is soon caught up in
intrigue more fascinating than any news story. She is determined to find a lost painting by the great,
controversial Southern artist Levette Asmore, who killed himself soon after being forced to whitewash a
scandalous masterpiece. As they try to keep ahead of unscrupulous collectors who are on the same trail, Jack
and Rhys are drawn ever more deeply into the racially troubled history of pre-WWII New Orleans, and into
the secret histories of friends and family.

A piquantly atmospheric story of race, romance and art, Restoration is provocative, suspenseful and
altogether entertaining.
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From reader reviews:

Eric Chabot:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time?
That's why, you can choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare
time to take a walk, shopping, or went to typically the Mall. How about open or maybe read a book titled
Restoration? Maybe it is for being best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time
with the favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have
different opinion?

Julian Loredo:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your morning to upgrading your mind
expertise or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book compared to
can satisfy your limited time to read it because this all time you only find publication that need more time to
be go through. Restoration can be your answer because it can be read by anyone who have those short free
time problems.

Tony Hill:

The book untitled Restoration contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains the woman idea with
easy way. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do definitely not worry, you can
easy to read that. The book was compiled by famous author. The author will bring you in the new era of
literary works. You can read this book because you can read more your smart phone, or model, so you can
read the book with anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can available their official
web-site along with order it. Have a nice go through.

Lana Spalding:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
professionals understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information much
easier to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, magazine, book,
and soon. You can see that now, a lot of publisher this print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended to your account is Restoration this reserve consist a lot of the information with the condition
of this world now. That book was represented how does the world has grown up. The terminology styles that
writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. Honestly, that is why this book appropriate all of you.
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